We present a new optical fiber sensor interrogator specifically designed for an embedded instrumentation system. The proposed system consists of a super luminescent diode as a broadband source, a high speed tunable micro-electro-mechanical system ͑MEMS͒ filter, photodetector, and an integrated microprocessor for data aggregation, processing, and communication. The entire system is integrated together in a compact package to create a fiber "smart" sensor. The system is capable of interrogating a variety of multiplexed fiber sensors, processing the data, and communicating the results digitally. As an example, the system has been calibrated with an array of fiber Bragg grating sensors.
I. INTRODUCTION
Optical fiber sensors enable nonintrusive system evaluation because of their small size, flexibility, and durability, while also exhibiting immunity to electromagnetic interference and resistance to corrosive materials. They are finding significant use in health monitoring and analysis of civil, 1 mechanical, and aerospace systems. 2 As the applications for optical sensors grow, so does the need for optical sensor monitoring systems.
While traditional sensor interrogation requires the measurement of an electrical phenomenon such as potential or resistance, fiber sensor interrogators must measure optical phenomena. For example, Fig. 1 shows the transmission and reflection spectrum of an array of fiber Bragg grating ͑FBG͒ sensors. Each individual FBG sensor reflects a narrow band of wavelengths at the Bragg wavelength, allowing the remaining optical power to be transmitted. The center wavelength of this reflected band, or peak, shifts in the presence of different environmental phenomena, such as temperature or strain. Therefore, sensor interrogation requires the measurement and analysis of the spectral features in the wavelength domain. Similar wavelength-based sensor interrogation is required for other optical sensors, such as Fabry-Pérot and long period grating sensors.
Many groups have begun to assess the need for optical sensor interrogators through a variety of demodulating schemes. Traditionally, demodulation schemes employ one of two different methods. One approach uses a diffraction grating to demultiplex an optical signal into narrow wavelength bands which can then be measured by a photodetector array. 3, 4 Such systems facilitate high speed interrogation because multiple channels can be acquired simultaneously. However, increasing the available spectral bandwidth requires the use of larger and larger photodetector arrays. Such systems are also generally unable to demultiplex densely spaced channels.
Another approach uses a scanning Fabry-Pérot interferometer to separate an optical signal into single wavelength channels one at a time. 5, 6 Because each channel is scanned separately, this method requires only a single photodetector to measure all channels. Additionally, a high finesse filter allows for monitoring of densely spaced channels. However, tuning speeds for Fabry-Pérot interferometers are generally low, greatly limiting the possible interrogation speed. Even with current advances, many optical sensor monitoring systems are large and bulky, costly, have high power consumption, and perform only the most basic functions. Thus, while the sensor itself is extremely compact and adaptable to a variety of situations, the interrogation system is not. The large size limits the possibilities for sensor applications in embedded instrumentation systems. Additionally, such systems are often stand-alone units and lack the capability of integration into existing instrumentation systems.
We present an alternative fiber sensor interrogation system designed specifically for embedded systems applications. As such, our fiber sensor integrated monitor ͑FSIM͒ incorporates all of the components necessary for interrogating, processing, and communicating data collected from multiplexed fiber sensors into a compact package creating, when combined with a fiber sensor, a "smart" sensor node.
The FSIM integrates all of the components necessary for measuring and analyzing wavelength based data onto a single circuit board. The FSIM also exhibits a dramatic decrease in power as well as an increase in operating speed. However, the most significant advantage of such a system is the ability to act as a "smart" sensor. Smart sensors enhance traditional sensor functionality by adding signal conditioning, data processing, and a bus output at the sensor node. 7 Smart sensors have added functionality over traditional sensors and can be networked together to create powerful distributed sensor systems. Additionally, smart sensors can receive and send commands, giving the smart sensor the ability to make decisions based upon the data and commands received. It is the smart sensor capabilities of the FSIM that enables the creation of new embedded sensor applications for fiber sensors. Figure 2 shows a block diagram of the operation of the FSIM platform. In this smart sensor architecture the controller is programmed to properly decode the incoming data, control the optical source according to measurement needs, read and interpret the data from the detector, and then format the data and return it to the data bus. Some advantages of this system are its ability to adapt to a wide variety of data formats and make the required measurements. In addition, the FSIM platform is capable of being configured for the interrogation of a wide range of sensor types such as fiber Bragg grating sensors, long period grating sensors, Fabry-Pérot sensors, etc.
II. SMART SENSOR OVERVIEW
The integration of source, detector, and controller creates an adaptable smart sensor with a wide range of possible applications and uses in a compact package. In our FBG sensor example, we developed algorithms for the controller that perform several high level tasks such as
• Scan the entire spectrum: The controller incrementally scans the filter across its operating range. At each step the optical power is acquired and stored for analysis.
• Find and track peaks: Software has been developed to scan the entire spectrum and detect individual peaks. The initial scan is performed at a low resolution. Once peaks are identified, the controller increases the scan resolution and zooms in on the individual peaks, tracking any changes in the peak wavelength. The simple peak tracking algorithm results in a dramatic increase in tracking speed by reducing the size of the scan. The peak tracking algorithm has been designed to track multiple peaks.
• Self calibration: Using a method developed specifically for the FSIM, the controller utilizes an integrated reference to calibrate the wavelength accuracy of the system on each scan.
These are a few examples of the features that have been developed for the FSIM platform. However, the integrated controller allows for considerable expansion. For example, software could be written allowing a user to instruct the FSIM to sample a sensor response once every 5 min, compare the result with previous results, and notify the user only if there is a significant change in the measurand. Such adaptations are essential for allowing large distributed networks of sensors since they free up the central processing unit by performing much of the data processing and analysis at the sensor node.
III. INSTRUMENT OPERATION
The FSIM operates by scanning across a wavelength band, recording the spectral response of the sensor, and calibrating the results to a fixed wavelength reference.
A. Scanning
The controllable optical source is created by the combination of a fixed optical source with broad wavelength content and a tunable optical filter with a narrow transmission band. Figure 3 shows how these components combine to produce a narrowband tunable optical source that can be used to sample the spectral response of the fiber sensor. The broadband source P source ͑͒ is transmitted through the filter T filter ͑ V ͒, where the center wavelength V of the filter transmission depends on the applied voltage V. The filtered output 
is simply the product of the optical source P source and the filter response T filter . The resulting filtered optical source P filtered ͑͒ is an impulse function whose center wavelength depends on the applied voltage V. The filtered source P filtered is transmitted through a fiber sensor with spectral response T sensor ͑͒. The sampled response
is measured with a simple optical detector resulting in
The FSIM can read the entire spectral response of the sensor by incrementally adjusting the applied voltage V to scan across the spectrum. The spectral response is read by serially sampling the spectrum in n discrete steps. The result is a recreation of the spectral response T sensor that is a function of the applied voltage V. The voltage V is then converted into the corresponding wavelength resulting in the measured response as a function of . Figure 4 shows that the filter response is nonlinear and depends on the temperature of the filter. The temperature dependence can be offset by using the thermoelectric cooler ͑TEC͒ integrated into the filter package. However, to avoid the high power consumption caused by using a TEC, and because the FSIM already has an integrated microcontroller, an algorithm was developed to compensate for the temperature drift of the filter.
B. Wavelength calibration
In order to determine the relationship between the voltage and wavelength, the FSIM is connected to a thermal compensated grating ͑TCG͒. A TCG is packaged in such a way that there is an insignificant shift in the Bragg wavelength with temperature. 10 By connecting the FSIM to a TCG, it receives a specific wavelength reference each scan. The calibration algorithm uses the voltage corresponding to the known wavelength reference to adjust the voltagewavelength relationship.
To characterize the response, a voltage versus wavelength curve, such as those in Fig. 4 , is measured for various filter temperatures. At each filter temperature we make sure that the measured data includes the wavelength of the TCG, R . The measured voltage V R corresponding to the known reference is then compared against the measured data. Figure  5͑a͒ shows representative voltage versus wavelength curves. The actual number of measured curves is larger than what is shown in Fig. 5 . Since the measured reference voltage V R will most likely lie between curves, this voltage is used to determine the relative distance between curves . Figure 5͑b͒ shows the calculation of this relative distance . Once the relative distance is known, a pseudocurve is generated, which has a relative separation of between the two closest curves. The wavelength corresponding to an arbitrary voltage V i is the intersection of this pseudocurve and the voltage of interest V i . Every time that the spectrum is scanned the wavelength calibration is performed. Figure 6 shows the primary components of the FSIM. They consist of a superluminescent diode ͑SLD͒ as a broadband source, a high-speed tunable micro-electro-mechanical system ͑MEMS͒ filter, a pin photodiode, and a microprocessor for data processing, aggregation, and transmission. By integrating a microcontroller into the sensor system, the FSIM effectively becomes a smart sensor. The source, filter, and detector can all be controlled and monitored by the microprocessor. Data can be collected and processed by the microcontroller before being transmitted onto the data bus.
IV. INSTRUMENT DESCRIPTION

A. Superluminescent diode
The optical source needs to meet the following requirements ͑1͒ small size, ͑2͒ low power consumption, ͑3͒ broad wavelength content, and ͑4͒ efficient fiber coupling. To meet these requirements we used the EXS1505 superluminescent diode from Exalos. This device has both good fiber coupling efficiency and a wide spectral content ͑about 30 nm͒. It is 
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B. Tunable optical filter
The MEMS filter used in the FSIM is the MT-15 Tunable Filter made by Nortel Networks. It consists of two thin film membranes separated by a small air gap. These two reflective membranes create a Fabry-Pérot cavity. The FabryPérot cavity transmits a narrow wavelength band and reflects all other wavelengths. The specific wavelength that is transmitted depends on the spacing of the membranes. The membrane separation, and thus the transmitted wavelength, is varied by applying a voltage in the range of 0-40 V. The filter has a nominal tuning speed of 10 nm/ s with a free spectral range greater than 150 nm. 8 The fast tuning speed of the device is a dramatic improvement over previous speed limitations for Fabry-Pérot based interrogators. Figure 7 shows the measured transmission for an applied voltage of 15 V. This measurement shows that the full width at half maximum ͑FWHM͒ is approximately 60 pm. The width of this transmission peak is very consistent over the entire tuning range of the filter.
C. Electronics
The smart sensor features of the FSIM are possible because it is controlled by its own onboard microcontroller, the PIC18F2680 from Microchip. The microcontroller performs several key functions in managing the overall FSIM operation. The 12 microcontroller uses a digital to analog converter ͑DAC͒ together with external amplifiers to establish the tuning voltage applied to the MEMS filter. An InGaAs pin photodiode and transimpedance amplifier convert the received optical power P o ͑see Fig. 3͒ into an electrical signal. The electrical signal is acquired by an integrated analog to digital converter ͑ADC͒ located on the microcontroller. The microcontroller then processes the data extracting information such as the number of spectral peaks, peak locations, etc. This information can be stored locally on the microcontroller's internal memory, stored externally on an additional on-board memory unit, or transmitted to an external CPU via the data bus. In our current setup, data is transmitted to a desktop computer using the RS232 interface. However, because the sensor data is already in a convenient digital format, data transfer could be accomplished by a variety of means, including WiFi, Bluetooth, Ethernet, etc.
Using the microcontroller and supporting electronics, application specific software can be developed, creating a highly adaptable, tightly controlled smart sensor. For example, rather than scanning the entire spectral response of the sensor, the sampled spectrum can be centered in on specific features such as sensor peaks, ignoring unused wavelength bands. The operation of the FSIM can also be controlled by commands sent from a network or data bus, allowing multiple sensor nodes to communicate with each other or with a central processing unit.
V. INSTRUMENT CHARACTERIZATION
In order to characterize the FSIM, a four FBG array fabricated by O-E Land, Inc. was installed in series with a single thermally compensated grating ͑TCG͒. Each grating in the FBG array had a nominal FWHM of 0.2 nm with center wavelengths spaced approximately 4 nm apart beginning at 1552 nm. All gratings had a reflectivity greater than 99%. The TCG also had a FWHM of 0.2 nm and a center wavelength of ϳ1546 nm. Figure 8 shows how the gratings were monitored by the FSIM in reflection using a fiber coupler. 
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Lloyd et al. Rev. Sci. Instrum. 78, 035108 ͑2007͒ Figure 9 shows the full spectrum obtained by the FSIM. This plot gives the optical power as a function of the applied voltage at the filter. Using the TCG as the reference point V R the FSIM calculates the spectral location of each peak in terms of wavelength. This calculation could similarly be performed for each data point in the scan. However, since demodulation of a fiber sensor typically involves only the spectral location of the peak center wavelength, data processing complexity and scan time are reduced by only performing the calculation for the peak locations. Figure 10 shows the spectrum obtained by the FSIM after locating the peaks. As illustrated, the FSIM scans a small window around each peak and then "jumps" to the next peak. The jumping reduces the number of data points that the FSIM is required to collect, thus; speeding up the collection process. The windowing feature is possible because of the FSIM smart sensor architecture.
The MEMS filter used in the FSIM has a transmission spectrum with a FWHM of 60 pm ͑see Fig. 7͒ . Thus, the FSIM does not distinguish between spectral features in a sensor that are closer than 60 pm. In other words, the spectrum measured by the FSIM is essentially smoothed eliminating very fine spectral features. However, while such distortion is generally undesirable, for many fiber sensor applications it is insignificant. For FBG sensors the reflection peaks, which are coarse spectral features, are more important than the fine spectral features.
In order to demonstrate the spectral smoothing, a surface relief fiber Bragg grating was used because of its fine spectral features. 9 The spectral response of the surface relief FBG was measured using both the FSIM and a sm125 Optical Sensing Interrogator from Micron Optics, which is a high resolution and high precision system designed specifically for interrogating fiber Bragg grating sensors. Figure 11 shows that both measurement techniques produce approximately the same peak location even though the FSIM has smoothed out the fine spectral features. To measure the relative precision of the FSIM at measuring the center of reflection peaks, a grating was heated in small increments and the shifts in peak location were measured using both the FSIM and the sm125. The results showed that the FSIM measured changes in peak wavelength down to about 10 pm For a standard FBG with a temperature response of ϳ16 pm/°C, the temperature precision is approximately 0.6°C.
VI. CONCLUSION
We have presented a novel fiber sensor integrated monitor ͑FSIM͒ for embedded systems applications. Table I summarizes some of the key specifications of the FSIM. In addition to its compact size and low power consumption, the FSIM also functions as a smart sensor node in which the interrogator performs data analysis, aggregation, formatting, and communications. By adding smart sensor capabilities to sensor monitoring systems, new sensor systems will be possible with increased functionality and adaptability. Furthermore, distributed sensing systems integrating fiber sensors with other sensor technologies will be possible. 
